The NAIC is the authoritative source for insurance industry information. Our expert solutions support the efforts of regulators, insurers and researchers by providing detailed and comprehensive insurance information. The NAIC offers a wide range of publications in the following categories:

**Accounting & Reporting**
Information about statutory accounting principles and the procedures necessary for filing financial annual statements and conducting risk-based capital calculations.

**Consumer Information**
Important answers to common questions about auto, home, health and life insurance — as well as buyer’s guides on annuities, long-term care insurance and Medicare supplement plans.

**Financial Regulation**
Useful handbooks, compliance guides and reports on financial analysis, company licensing, state audit requirements and receiverships.

**Legal**
Comprehensive collection of NAIC model laws, regulations and guidelines; state laws on insurance topics; and other regulatory guidance on antifraud and consumer privacy.

**Market Regulation**
Regulatory and industry guidance on market-related issues, including antifraud, product filing requirements, producer licensing and market analysis.

**NAIC Activities**
NAIC member directories, in-depth reporting of state regulatory activities and official historical records of NAIC national meetings and other activities.

**Special Studies**
Studies, reports, handbooks and regulatory research conducted by NAIC members on a variety of insurance related topics.

**Statistical Reports**
Valuable and in-demand insurance industry-wide statistical data for various lines of business, including auto, home, health and life insurance.

**Supplementary Products**
Guidance manuals, handbooks, surveys and research on a wide variety of issues.

**Capital Markets & Investment Analysis**
Information regarding portfolio values and procedures for complying with NAIC reporting requirements.

**White Papers**
Relevant studies, guidance and NAIC policy positions on a variety of insurance topics.

For more information about NAIC publications, visit us at:
http://www.naic.org//prod_serv_home.htm
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NOTE:

Please refer to the *Part Two, Replication (Synthetic Asset) Transactions, of this Manual* for text discussing the RSAT process and to the *Transactions Subject to RSAT Approval* section of that part for information on transactions that must be submitted for Approved RSAT determination.

Approved RSATs

INDEX NAME
Markit CDX EM Index
Markit CDX NA HY Index
Markit CDX NA IG Index
Markit CMBX Index
Markit iTraxx Europe Index
Markit MCDX Index